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It was first observed in (F. Brenti, Mere. Amer. Math. Soc. 413, 1989) that Pdlya 
frequency sequences arise often in combinatorics. In this work we point out that the 
same is true, more generally, for totally positive matrices and that there is an 
intimate connection between them and some generalizations of the classical 
symmetric functions. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
Total positivity is an important and powerful concept hat arises often 
in various branches of mathematics, tatistics, probability, mechanics, 
economics, and computer science (see, e.g., [24] and the references cited 
there). It was first observed in [5, 6] that Pdlya frequency sequences (see 
Section 2 for definitions) also arise often in combinatorics. The purpose of 
the present work is to point out that the same is true, more generally for 
totally positive matrices, and that there is an intimate connection between 
them and some generalizations of the classical symmetric functions. 
More precisely, in this paper we show that many of the familiar matrices 
arising in combinatorics, as well as in the theory of symmetric functions 
and many of their generalizations, have remarkable total positivity proper- 
ties and that, conversely, any totally positive matrix can be realized 
as a matrix of generalized complete homogeneous symmetric functions 
evaluated at nonnegative r al numbers. The method that we use to prove 
these results is completely combinatorial nd has its origin in a technique 
for counting nonintersecting paths in directed graphs first used by 
Lindstr6m in [26] (although e used it for completely different purposes). 
This technique was then used by Gessel, Viennot, and others to solve 
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various enumerative problems (see, e.g. [18, 19]). In this paper we use 
some variations and generalizations of it. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we collect 
some definitions, notation, and results that will be used throughout the rest 
of this work. In Section 3 we give a characterization of totally positive 
matrices in terms of planar digraphs (Theorem 3.1). We then show that any 
totally positive matrix is a matrix of (suitably defined) generalized complete 
homogeneous symmetric functions evaluated at nonnegative real numbers 
(Theorem 3.3) and that any minor of such a matrix is a "generalized 
flagged Schur function" evaluated at nonnegative real numbers (Theorem 
3.5). As consequences of these results we obtain a combinatorial interpreta- 
tion for any minor of any totally positive matrix as a generating function 
for certain sets of appropriately weighted column strict tableaux (thus 
solving a problem originally posed in [6, Section 2.2, p. 10]), and we 
obtain a simple proof of a generalization of a result of Stembridge 
concerning immanants of totally positive matrices. In Section 4 we study 
the total positivity properties of some infinite matrices which depend on 
three infinite sets of independent variables and on an integer parameter and 
which include the matrix of super-Schur functions studied in [10]. In 
Section 5 we apply the results obtained in Section 4 to matrices of 
combinatorial interest. We obtain total positivity properties for matrices of 
q-binomial coefficients, several types of (p, q)-Stirling numbers of both 
kinds, generalizations of complete homogeneous and elementary symmetric 
functions, r-associated q-Stirling numbers of the first kind, Delannoy 
numbers, q-Lab numbers, q-Stirling numbers of type Bn, and others. 
Finally, in Section 6 we obtain combinatorial interpretations for the minors 
of the matrices tudied in Section 4 and thus, in particular, for most of the 
combinatorial matrices considered in Section 5 and for any skew super- 
Schur function (see Corollary 6.4 and the remarks following Corollary 6.5). 
These combinatorial interpretations are expressed in terms of "dotted 
t-tableaux," a notion which is equivalent, when t = 0 to those of a dotted 
plane partition, P'-tableau, and circled tableau, which were studied in 
[4, 10, 30, and 37]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect some definitions, notation, and results that will 
be used in the rest of the paper. We let P def {1, 2, 3 .... }, N d----efPw {0}, Q 
be the set of rational numbers, and R be the set of real numbers; for a E N 
we let [a] de__f { 1, 2, ..., a} (where [0] clef ~). The cardinality of a set A will 
be denoted by [AI, for reN we let (~) aef {Tc_A  :lrl =r}, For il, ..., i t~P 
we write { i l , i2  ..... it}< if i 1< i2< .. .  < i t .  For m, n ~ P with m <<, n we 
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let [m, n] de__f [n ] \ [m- -  1]. Given To_ In] there are unique integers 
r~P,  and l<<.al<~a2<<,... <~a2r~n, such that T=~J~= l[azi  1,a2i] and 
laRi+l -a2i[ > 1 for i= 1, ..., r -  1. We then call the intervals [a2~_1, a2i], 
i = 1, ..., r, the connected components of T. Given a (finite) set T we denote 
by H(T) the set of all (set) partitions of T (see, e.g., [35, p. 33] for further 
information about partitions of a set), and by S(T), the set of all bijections 
from T to itself. For neP ,  we let Sn~rS([n]). Throughout his work, 
def 
p and q will denote two independent variables. For n ~ P we let [n]e 'q = 
pn- l+qpn-2+q2p~-3+.. .  +q~- l ,  [n]qdef[n]l,q, and [k]p, qdefo if 
k~<O. 
We follow [27, Chap. I] for notation and terminology related to parti- 
tions and symmetric functions. In particular, given a partition 2, we denote 
by 2' its conjugate, by mi(2) the number of parts of 2 that are equal to i, 
for i e P, and by s~ (respectively e~, ha) the Schur (respectively elementary, 
complete homogeneous) ymmetric function associated to 2. We will usually 
identify a partition 2 = (21 ..... 2r) with its diagram {(i,j) eP  x P" 1 ~< i~ r, 
1 ~<j-G< 2~}. 
We follow [ 33 ] for notation and terminology regarding plane partitions. 
However, we will often need to work with more general objects than skew 
reverse plane partitions, which we now define. Let 2=(21,.. . ,  2r) and 
# = (#1, ---, #r) be two partitions uch that/~ __q 2. A shifted skew tabloid of 
shape 2x~u is an array T= (Tf.i)~,<r,~,+i_<s<x,+~ 1 of positive integers (we 
will sometimes use the notation sh(T)= 2~) .  We denote by T i the ith row 
of T, for i = 1 ..... r and let s(T) de f ( r l  ' 41 ' " "  rr, 2r +r-- 1 ) \ (  r l ,  It 1 + 1, '" ,  Tr, ¢tr+ r) 
and call s(T) the size of T. We also let [T[%f~](g,j)~h(r~T~,j, 
de___f (Ti, j)l<~i<.r,/~i+i+l<j<~2i+i_l, ~ de f (r i ,  j)l<~iK~r,,ui+i<~j~).i+i_2 ' and 
de~ ~. We call T a shifted skew reverse plane partition if T,, s ~< T~+ t,j and 
T~,j ~ T~,j+, whenever both sides of the inequality are defined. We say that 
T is row strict (respectively, column strict) if T~,;< T~,j+I (respectively, 
T,,j< Tg+ 1,j) whenever both sides of the inequality are defined. If/~ = 
then we call T a shifted reverse plane partition of shape 2. Note that we do 
not require the parts of 2 to be distinct. Also note that if both/1 and 2 have 
distinct parts then a shifted skew reverse plane partition of shape 2\/~ is 
just a skew reverse plane partition of shape (21 ,22+1, . . . ,2~+r-1) \  
(/~,/~2 + 1 ..... #~ + r - 1). For brevity, we will often use the word tableau 
in place of "reverse plane partition," even though the latter is more com- 
mon. 
An infinite (real) matrix M = (M,, k)~, k ~ r, (where M,. k is the entry in the 
nth row and kth column of M) is said to be totally positive (or, TP, for 
short) if every minor of M has nonnegative determinant. An infinite (real) 
sequence {a~} ~;,  is said to be a P61yafrequency sequence (or, a PF-sequence, 
for short) if the infinite matrix A de_f (a n_k)n, keN (where a~ a~f 0 if i < 0) is 
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totally positive. Given M, {ai}isN , and A as above, and {nl .... , nr )<,  
{k~, ..., kr} < __c N (r ~ P) we will find it convenient o let 
l, ...,k~ = det[(Mn~,kj)a~i,j<~r] (1) 
and 
ai i~N kl, ..., k ~ 1 ..... kr (2) 
Given a matrix M we will denote by M '  the transpose of M. We will often 
work with matrices and sequences whose elements are real polynomials 
over some (usually infinite) set of independent variables x. In this case we 
will say that such a matrix M=(Mn.k)n,k~N (respectively, sequence 
{ai} i~N) is x-TP (respectively, x-PF)  i f ( l )  (respectively, (2)) is a polyno- 
mial with nonnegative coefficients, for all r~P  and {nl .... ,n r}<,  
{kl, ..., kr} < ~ N. Given a sequence of independent variables {x~} i~N and 
def 0= (0 ,0 ,0  .... )and l  = (1,1,1 .... ). T<_N, weletxT = y[~rX i .  We also let def def - 
Let D=(V,  A) be a directed graph (or, digraph, for short). We will 
always assume that D has no loops or multiple edges, so that we can iden- 
tify the elements of A with ordered pairs (u, v), with u, v e V, u ~ v. A path 
in D is a sequence ~ = uluz.. .un of elements of V such that (u~, U i+ l )cA  
for i = 1, ..., n - 1, we then say that ~ goes from u 1 to u,. We say that D is 
locally finite if, for every u, v e V, there are only a finite number of paths 
from u to v. Note that this implies that D is acyclic. We say that D is 
weighted if there is a function w: A--+ R, where R is some commutative 
Q-algebra. If R=R and w((u,v))>~O for all (u ,v)~A then we call D a 
nonnegative digraph. Let D = ( V, A, w) be a locally finite, weighted digraph. 
For a path ~ = Hobli'' "H k in D we let 
k 
W(Tg) de_f H W(Hi-- l '  Hi)' 
i=1 
and, for u, v ~ V, we let 
P,,(u, v) ~f y~ w(~), 
zc 
where the sum is over all paths n in D going from u to v. We adopt the 
convention that PD(u, u) de__r 1 for all u e V (i.e., there is only one path, the 
empty path, from u to u and its weight is 1). We will usually omit the 
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def 
subscript D when there is no danger of confusion. Given u = (Ux, ..., u~), 
clef 
v -- (v~, ..., v~) ~ V ~, we let 
N(il, V) clef E W(Tgl .... ' 7~r)' 
(zcl, ..., rc~) 
where w(~l, ..., ZCr) ~f I~=1 W(rCi) and where the sum is over all r-tuples of 
paths (~z~, ..., ~)  from u to v (i.e., 7ci is a path from u~ to v~, for i=  1 ..... r) 
that are non-intersecting (i.e., rc~ and ~j have no vertices in common if i #j ) .  
We say that u and v are compatible if, for every aeS~\{ Id} ,  there are no 
r-tuples of paths from (u, ..... u~) to (v~(~) .... , YoUr) that are non-intersecting. 
The following fundamental result was first proved by Lindstr6m in [26] 
and has later found numerous applications in enumerative combinatorics 
(see, e.g., [18, 19, 31, 38]). We refer the reader to [19, Corollary 2; 38, 
Theorem 1.2; or 26, Lemma 1 ] for its proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D=(V,  A, w) be a locally finite, weighted digraph and 
def def ~ ~ Vn u = (ul,..., us), v = iv1,..., v,,) be compatible. Then 
N(u, v) = det[ (PD(ui, @)1 <i,i<n]. 
3. TOTAL POSITIVITY AND LATTICE PATHS 
Lemma 2.1 shows, in particular, that if D = (V, A, w) is a finite, non- 
negative digraph and (Ul .... , u,,), (vl .... , v,,)e V" are compatible, then the 
matrix 
( P D(bli, Vj))I ~i,j~<n (3) 
has a nonnegative determinant. It is natural to conjecture that under these 
assumptions this matrix is actually totally positive. This, however, is false. 
For example, in the digraph D depicted in Fig. 1 (where we assume that all 
Ul 
~- -~ i vl 
U3 
FIGURE 1 
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the directed edges have weight 1) the triples u d~-ef(b/1,/,/2, b/3) and 
v a el (V~, V2, V3) are compatible but 
(PD(Ui, Vj))I<~i,j<~3 = 1 
1 
is not totally positive, even though D satisfies all the other hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.1. This suggests the following definition. Let D = (V, A) be a 
digraph and u ~f (u 1 ..... un), v ~r (vl, ..., vn) e V n. We say that u and v are 
fully compatible if (ui~ .... ,uir) and (vj~, ..., vj,) are compatible for all 
{i~,..., ir}<, {Jt,--.,Jr}< c_[n] and re in ] .  It is then clear that if D= 
(V, A, w) is a finite, nonnegative digraph and (Ux, ..., u,), (v~, ..., vn)e V n 
are fully compatible, then we can apply Lemma 2.1 to every minor of the 
matrix (3) and thus conclude that it is totally positive. What is surprising, 
however, is that this actually characterizes totally positive matrices• In fact, 
we have the following fundamental result. Recall (see, e.g. [24, Chap. 3, 
Section 3, p. 112]) that a matrix (ai, j ) l~ , j~n is called a Jacobi matrix if 
a / j  = 0 whenever [ i - j [  > 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let U be an n x n (real) matrix. Then U is totally positive 
if and only if there exists a planar, finite, nonnegative digraph D = ( V, A, w) 
and u = (Ul, ..., un), v= (vl, ..., vn)e Vn fully compatible, such that 
U= (PD(Ui, Vj))I ~i,j~n" 
Proof One direction of the theorem follows immediately from our 
definitions and Lemma 2.1, as remarked above. So assume that U is totally 
positive. Then there follows from Theorem 3.5 of [2]  and Theorem 4.1 of 
[ 14] that there exist t, m e N and matrices W1, ..., W,+m such that Wi is an 
n x n upper (respectively, lower) triangular, totally positive, Jacobi matrix 
for i = 1, ..., t (respectively, i = t + 1, ..., t + m) and 
U=W1. . 'Wt+m.  (4) 
Let 
[ a~ ° b~  .-- 0 0 ] • , . . - . w~ %~ " (5) 0 0 .. (0 (0 • an_ 1 bn_l  
0 0 "" 0 a (i) 
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for i = 1 .... , t, and 
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Wi 
a~ i) 
d~f b(z i) 
0 
. . .  
a~ ) .. 
0 "" 
0 0 
0 0 
b (i) a l l  ) 
(6) 
for i=t+ 1 ..... t+m.  Note that, since the W~'s are totally positive, 
a(J) (]) , b~ ~ 0 for all i andj .  Now let D(U) be the weighted digraph on vertex 
set 
V dA-r In]  × [ t+m+ 1], 
obtained by putting a directed edge from (i,j), to ( i+ 1,j) with weight aj(i) 
for ( i , j )e [n ]×[ t+m]  and a directed edge from (i,j) to ( i+ l , j+ l )  
(respectively, ( i+ 1 , j -  1)) with weight by ) for (i,j) ~ In]  × [t]  (respec- 
tively, (i, j) ~ [ n ] × [ t + 1, t + m ] ). For example, if n = 4, m = 2, and t = 3, 
then we obtain the digraph depicted in Fig. 2. 
Now let u dej ((1, 1), (1, 2), ..., (1,n)) and v ~ ( ( t+m+ 1, 1), ..., ( t+m+ 1, n)). 
It is clear that D(u) is planar and that u and v are fully compatible. 
Furthermore, every directed path in D(U) from (1, i) to ( t+m+l , j )  
( l<~i, j<,n) is necessarily of length t+m.  By the transfer matrix 
method (see, e.g., [35, Section 4.7, Theorem 4.7.1], this implies that 
PD(~)((1, i), ( t+m+ 1,j)) equals the ((1, i), ( t+m+ 1,j)) entry of A ~+m, 
a O) .(2) ~(3} (4) (5) 
(1,4) • '.4 . ~4 . '~4 . a;4 , a4 : (6,4) 
(1,3) ~ ../ a,~ __ -9 ~ ~,~ ~- (6,3) 
b( , ) / / / "  b(~)///" ~t l ) / / '~ ' , ( , ) "~" . (~)  
(1,2) ~ 2"~) _- c{ C4) ~_  a,~5)~__ (6,2) 
(1,1) ~ _"i- ~_ ~-' ~- (6,1) 
FIGu~ 2 
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where A is the adjacency matrix of the weighted digraph D(U). From our 
construction of D(U) we see that 
A= 
0 W1 0 ... 0 0,' ] 
0 0 W2 " 0 0 
• . . , ' . 
0 0 0 ''" 0 Wm.+t 
0 0 0 ... 0 0 
(in block matrix notation), where we have given the tinear ordering (1, 1), 
(1,2) .... , (1, n), (2,1) .... , (2, n) ..... ( t+m+l ,  1),.., ( t+m+l ,n )  to the 
vertices of D(U). Therefore, 
and, hence, 
o o 
I 0 ... 0 0 
'o 0 ... 0 
A~+~= 
(PD(u)((1, i ) , ( t+m+l , j ) ) ) l<~ej~,=W1. . .Wm+t=U,  (7) 
as desired. II 
The simplicity of the geometry of the digraphs D(U) (cf. Fig. 2) allows 
us to explicitly describe the generating functions PD(ui((1, i), (t + m + 1,j)), 
:1 ~< i, j ~< n and thus the entries of U. For this we wilt find it convenient to 
embed the digraphs D(U) in a larger digraph an 0 to put independent 
variables as weights on the edges. . 
• def  def Let X = (xi, j) i , j~ N and Y = (Yi, j);,j~N be two infinite matrices of inde- 
pendent variables (or of real numbers). We defin e a weighted digraph 
D(X, Y) on vertex set N xN by putting a directed edge from (i,j) to 
( i  + 1,j) (respectively, (i, j + 1)) with weight xi+ 1,j (respectively, i, j+ 1) for 
all (i,j) e N x N. A portion of D(X, Y) is shown in Fig. 3. 
For n, k ~ N we let 
h,, k(X, Y) d°Z Y~ xwl . . . ,  xo, ~o 
0=i0~<i i  ~ . . .  ~in~in+l=k 
X YO, (i0, i l ]  Y 1, . i ,  i2] ' ' "  Y., (in, in + 1 ]7 (8) 
def where Yi,(j, k3 = ]~j<s~kYi, s for i,j, keN.  We also let h,,,k(X, Y)def0 if 
either n<0 or k<0.  We call hn, k(X,Y) the •generalized complete 
homogeneous symmetric function of degrees n and k; Note that h., k(X, Y) 
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Yo,3 
Yo,2 
YO,1 
r 
Xl,3 
,~1,2 
~] ,1 
T2,3 
Yl ,a 
L 
T2,2 
Y1,2 
T2,1 
Yl,1 
3:3 v 
Y2,2 
37,3,1 
~]2,1 
• • 
Y.~,.~ 
Y3,2 
Y3,1 
Xl,0 X2,0 ,T3,0 
FIG. 3. The digraph D(X, Y). 
is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in the xi, j's and of degree k in 
the yi, fs. Furthermore, the complete homogeneous symmetric functions are 
a specialization of the hn, k(X, Y)'s since 
(ix0 x1 x211,11) 
h,,k Xo )el X2  , 1 1 1 =h,(xo,...,Xk), 
for all n, k e N. 
The reason for introducing the polynomial hn, k(X, Y) is that they give a 
simple way to express the path generating function between any two points 
of the digraph D(X, Y). Given n, k e N we let S(n ~)(X) ~ef~ , = (Xn+i ,k+j ) i ,  j e  N 
and S(n, k)(X, Y) aef (S(,,k)(X), S(,,k)(Y)). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (i,j), (n, k) 6 N × N. Then 
PD(X. y)((i,j), (n, k))= hn_i, k_+(S(,,j)(X, Y)). (9) 
Proof We may divide the monomials appearing in the RHS of (8) in 
two disjoint sets according to whether in = k or in < k. This immediately 
implies that 
hn, k(X, Y) =X.,kh~_l,k(X, Y) +Yn, kh.,k I(X, Y) 
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for all n, k e N with n + k ~ P. On the other hand, it is clear from the defini- 
tion of D(X, Y) that 
PD(x, y)((0, 0), (n, k)) = x., kPD(x, y)((0, 0), (n -  1, k)) 
+y..kPD(x. y)((0, 0), (n, k -  1)) 
for all n, keN with n +keP .  Since PD(x, y)((0, 0), (0, 0)) = ho, o(X, Y) = 1, 
this implies that 
eo(x, y)((o, o), (n, k))= hn, k(X, Y) 
for all n, k e N. Now, the definition of D(X, Y) also implies that 
(lO) 
PD(X, y)((i,j), (n, k)) = PD(s(i,j,(x, y))((0, 0), (n -- i, k - j ) )  (11) 
for all ( i , j ) , (n ,k )eNxN.  Comparing (10) and (11) yields (9), as 
desired. | 
We can now interpret the entries of any totally positive matrix as 
evaluations of generalized complete homogeneous symmetric functions. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let U be an n × n (real) matrix. Then U is totally positive 
if and only if there exist m, ten  and two nonnegative matrices 
A =(ai,:)i,:~N and B=(bi,  j)i,:~N with finitely many nonzero entries, such 
that 
U= (ht+i-j, m+j-i(S(n+ 1-i, i)(A, B)))I <.i,:<.~. (12) 
Furthermore, U is upper (respectively, lower) triangular if and only if m = 0 
(respectively, t = 0). 
Proof Suppose first that there exist m, t e N and two matrices A, B, as 
in the statement of the theorem, such that (12) holds. Then, by Proposition 
3.2, 
U=(PD(A,m((n+ 1--i, i), ( t+n+ 1 --j, m+j))) l~i , :~n. (13) 
But it is easy to see that D(A, B) and the n-tuples ((n, 1) .... , (1, n)) and 
((t + n, m + 1 ) ..... (t + 1, m + n)) satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
and, hence, U is totally positive, as claimed. 
Conversely, suppose that U is totally positive. It then follows from the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 that there exist m, ten  and nxn  nonnegative 
matrices W1--. Wm+t such that (5), (6), and (7) hold. It is then easy to see 
that we can use the entries of W1 .... , W,,+t to define two nonnegative 
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matrices A=(ai, j)i,j~N and B=(bi, j)i,j~N, with finitely many nonzero 
entries, such that 
PD(A,e)((n+ l--i, i), (t+n+ 1--~ m+j)) 
= PD(u)((1, i), (t + m + 1,j)) (14) 
for all 1 <~i, j4n,  where D(U) has the same meaning as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. The thesis then follows from (7), (14), and (9). Finally, it 
follows from Theorem 4.1 of [ 14] that if U is upper (respectively, lower) 
triangular then we can take m =0 (respectively, t=0)  in (7), and this 
completes the proof. ] 
Note that the preceding theorem explicitly characterizes totally positive 
matrices. Even though other characterizations of totally positive matrices 
have appeared before in the literature (see, e.g., [41 ], where a characteriza- 
tion is given in terms of alternating polytopes), none of these is as simple 
as the one given above which, in effect, gives an explicit parametrization of
the set of all totally positive matrices. 
Further evidence of the fact that Theorem 3.3 gives the "right" charac- 
terization of totally positive matrices is provided by the comparison with 
the classical characterization theorem for Pdlya frequency sequences 
obtained by Edrei in 1953 (see, e.g., [ 17; or 24, Chap. 8, Section 5, Theorem 
5.3]). This result, in fact, expresses any element of a Pdlya frequency 
sequence as some "generalized complete homogeneous symmetric function" 
(more precisely, as a linear combination of super-Schur functions corre- 
sponding to one-row shapes) evaluated at nonnegative real numbers 
(cf. [24, Chap. 8, Section 5; and 10, Section 2, Eq. (6)]). 
Besides giving an explicit representation of any totally positive matrix 
Theorem 3.3 enables us to give a simple combinatorial interpretation of the 
determinant of any minor of any such matrix. This can be accomplished by 
analyzing r-tuples of nonintersecting paths in the digraph D(X, Y). 
Given a weakly increasing sequence io ~< il ~< --- ~< i,+1 of natural num- 
bers we define its (X, Y)-weight o be 
W(x, y)(i ° ..... i,,+ 1) def 
= X l ,  i l  " " " Xn ,  iYo, ( io ,  i l J Y l ,  (ii, i2] " " "Y., ( in ,  in+ 1]" 
For example, W(x, y)(0 , 0, 0, 2, 4, 5) =Xl, oX2,0X3,2X4,4f2, lY2,2Y3,3Y3,4Y4,5. 
Given two partitions 2 = (21 .... ,2r) and/~ = (/~a ..... ¢t,), such that # _ 2 
and a shifted skew tabloid ~z d~f (~i,j)l <~i<r,~i+i<~j<<.¢.i+i-1 of shape 2\#, we 
define its (X, Y)-weight o be 
W(X ' y)(7~) def I~  
= WS(ui+i,o)(X, y)(Tr/). (15) 
i=1 
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For example, if zr is 
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 (16) 
3 444  5 5 
then its (X,Y)-weight (as a shifted skew tabloid of shape (10,9,6)\  
(3, 1, 0)) is 
Ws(4 ,0) (X  ' v)(1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) ws(2. o~(x" y)(2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) 
x Ws~l.o~(X ' y)(3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5) 
=(xEs,91,2y4, z)(X3, zXE4,8?,3Y3,3)(XEz, g~,4xs, syl,4y4,5). (17) 
Note that the (X, Y)-weight of zc depends on 2 and # and not just on 2\/~. 
Given (a, b), (c, d) ~ N x N and a directed path r in D(X, Y) from (a, b) 
to (c, d) we let 
M~(i) ~f max{j: ( i , j )~ r} 
for a<,i<~ c. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let r~P  and {al ..... ar) >, {bl ..... br} <, {Cl, ..., cr} >, 
{dl ..... dr} < ~-P. Then there is a bijection between r-tuples of noninter- 
secting paths in D(X, Y) from ( (a l ,  b l )  . . . . .  (ar, br) ) to ((Cl ,  d l )  , ..., (Or, dr) ) 
and column strict shifted skew tableaux of shape (Cl + 1 ..... cr + 1)\ 
(a  1 - -  1, ..., a r -  1)  and size (dl .... , dr)\(bl .... , br). Furthermore, i f(z1, ..., rr) 
and rc correspond under the above bijection then 
WD(X, y)(Z'l . . . . .  Tr) = W(X ' Y)(~)" 
Proof Let (rl ..... %) be an r-tuple of nonintersecting paths in D(X, Y i  
f rom ( (a l ,  b l )  , ..., (ar, br) ) to  ( (c l ,  d l )  . . . . .  (cr, dr)) (so that ri goes from 
def e (ai, bi) to (ci, di), for i= 1 ..... r). Let re = (7~i,j)l<~i4r, ai+i_l<~j<~ci+i, wher 
~,j ~f Mj_i(r,) (18) 
for l <~i<<.r, a i - - l  <~j- - i~c e (where M,i_l(ze) ~f bi, for i=l , . . . , r ) .  For 
each i t  [r]  we then clearly have that 
bi=7~i, ai+i-1 ~ i ,  ai+i~ "'" ~7"gi, ci+i=di" (19) 
Furthermore, for i t  I t -1  ], ri and Z;+l are nonintersecting, if and only if 
Mk_ l(zi+ 1) > Mk('ci) (20) 
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for all ai<.k<~Ci+l. Since it is clear from (19) that TCi, aiWi l<7"Ci+l ,  a i+ i_ l  
and zc,.c,+l+i+l <rc~+1.c,+l+i+l, we conclude from (18) and (20) that zc is 
column strict. 
Conversely, let ~ =(ZCi.i)l<~_<r.a,+~-l.<j.<ci+* be a column-strict ableau 
satisfying (19). It is clear that, then, for each iE Jr] there is a unique path 
/'C i f rom (ai, hi) to  (ci, di) such that (18) holds for all ai + i <~j <~ ci + i, 
namely, 
Ci 
2"i d~f U {(J, lc):~zi. j+i-,  <~Ic<~ni, j+i} . (21) 
j - -  ct i
Since ~r is column strict, this implies that (20) holds for all iE [ r -1 ] ,  
a, ~< k ~< ci+l + 1, and this, as remarked above, implies that r~ and z~+ 1 are 
nonintersecting, for i = 1, ..., r -  1. 
Finally, if rc and (~1 ..... rr) correspond under the above bijection then, 
from (21) and our definitions, we conclude that 
ci ci 1 
WD(X,  Yi(2-i)  = ~I  Yj,(TCi, j+i--1, 7~i,j+i] ~ I  Xjq_ 1, 7~i,j+ t 
j -- ai j -- ai 
= Ws{~,, 0/(x, y)(rci), 
for i = 1, ..., r and the thesis follows. I 
We illustrate the above proposition with an example. Let = be the shifted 
skew column strict tableau of shape (10, 9, 6)\(3, 1, 0) given in (16). Then 
the corresponding triple of nonintersecting paths (rl, 2'2, 2'3) in D(X, Y) 
from ((4, 1), (2, 2), (1, 3)) to ((9, 2), (8, 3), (5, 5)) is depicted in Fig. 4. 
Their weight is 
WD(X,  ¥ ) (2 -1 ,  Z'2, 2"3)= (Y4 ,2X[5 ,9 ] ,2 ) (X3 ,2Y3 ,3X[4 ,8 ] ,3 ) (Y l ,4X[2 ,4 ] ,4Y4 ,5X5,5) ,  
which is in accordance with (17). 
• , • p , • • • 
(.%~) 
tl, /l i " " ' "  
" : : {8 ;3 )  " 
" (2~2) i . . . . .  (9,2) 
(4,1) 
FIGURE 4 
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We can now interpret any minor of any totally positive matrix as a 
"generalized flagged Schur function." In particular, this gives a com- 
binatorial interpretation to any such minor, thus also providing an answer 
to a general question first raised in [6; see Section 2.2, p. 10]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let U be an n × n totally positive matrix and m, t, A and 
B as in the statement of Theorem 3.3. Let r~[n]  and {m~,...,mr}<, 
{kl, ..., k~} < __. [n]. Then 
ma, ..., mr) 
= w(A, 8)(~),  
U kl, ...,k~ 
where the sum is over all column strict skew tableaux Tc 
( t+n+2-ka , . . . ,  t+n+l -k r+r ) \ (n -ml  ..... n -mr+r - l )  
(m+k I , ..., m+kr) \ (ml  ..... mr). 
Proof By Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.2 we have that 
of shape 
and size 
U=(PD(A, 8)((n + 1 --i, i), ( t + n + 1 --j, m +j)))l<~i,j~,. 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, and u = ((n, 1) ..... Since D(A, B) satisfies the d~f 
( 1, n)), and v ~f ((t + n, m + 1 ), ..., (t + 1, m + n)) are fully compatible we 
conclude that 
(ml , . . . ,mr)  Z WD(A,~)(Zl,..., rr), 
U kl .... , kr (31 ....... )
where the sum is over all r-tuples (rl, ..., zr) of nonintersecting paths in 
D(A,B)  from ( (n+l -ml ,ml ) , . . . ,  (n+l -mr ,  mr)) to ( ( t+n+l -k l ,  
m +kl) ,  ..., (t + n + 1 -k r ,  m +kr)). The thesis now follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.4. | 
Besides enabling us to give a combinatorial interpretation to any minor 
of any totally positive matrix, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 have also other 
applications to the theory of totally positive matrices. For example, the 
following fundamental fact (usually proved using the classical Cauchy- 
Binet identity; see, e.g., [24, Chap. 0, p. 1 ] is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 3.1 (and its proof). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let U and V be two n x n totally positive matrices. 
Then UV is totally positive. 
Another application is to the c.omputation of immanants of totally 
positive matrices. Recall (see, e.g., [21, Definition 1.1 ]) that, given an n x n 
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matrix U ~f (Ui, j) 1 <~ i,j<~n and a partition ~. of n the immanant of U corre- 
sponding to 2 is defined by 
Immx(U)  de f 2 X2(O') Ul, c~(1)"" en,~r(n), (22) 
cY ~ Sn 
where Z x is the irreducible character of S,, corresponding to the partition 
2. Recently there has been a revived interest on immanants (especially of 
totally positive matrices) and several conjectures have been made and 
proved about them (see, e.g., [21, 22, 39, 40, 23] for further information). 
Proposition 3.2 enables us to use a combinatorial construction first intro- 
duced in [21] to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let n, m, t ~ N and 
def 
U = (h t+ i_ j ,m+ j i (S (n+l_ i , i ) (X ,  Y))) l<~i, j~n" 
Then 
Imm~(U) e N[X, Y], 
for all partitions/t of n. 
Proof By Proposition 3.2 we have that 
U= (PD(x, y)(b/i, vj))l <~i,j<~n, (23) 
where u~de--f(n+l--i,i) and v~a-ef ( t+n+l - - i ,m+i)  for i=1  .... ,n. For 
a e S, let cg~ be the set of all n-tuples of paths (ra, ..., z,) such that z~ is a 
directed path from u; to you ) for i=  1, ..., n. Then from (22) and (23) we 
have that 
Imm~(U) = ~ XA(a) I~ PD(X, y)(Ug, V~(/)) 
o-~Sn i=1 
= E E 
where cg de=f Uo ~ s, ~o and, for v e % a~ is the unique element of S, such that 
r e %3. Therefore, 
582a/71/2-2 
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where J{(X, Y) is the set of all monomials (of finite degree) in the variables 
xi j  and y~,:, i , j~N,  and ~ aej {v~cg : WD(x,y)(Z)=0~}, for e~I (X ,  Y). 
d~flq x~'/y~V~J~(X, Y), where c%:,fl~,: ~N for all i , j~N.  Now fix c~ = J_li,j>~O ,j .j 
We claim that 
~, G~= cTs~... T:~ (25) 
for some r ~ N, where J1, "", Jr, are subintervals of [n], c ~> 0, and, for any 
J~[n] ,  
d~r y, T := a 
a ~ S(J) 
(where we consider S(J) as a subgroup of S, in the obvious way). In fact, 
let /3~(X, Y) be the directed planar graph obtained from D(X, Y) by 
replacing the edge from ( i - l , j )  (respectively, ( / , j - l ) )  to (i,j) by aid 
(respectively, fl ,:) edges, each having weight x~,: (respectively, Y;d), for all 
(i,j) ~N x N. It is then clear that 
a~= H (0q,:)! (fl,d)! ~ a~, (26) 
where JT~ = [Jo~s, JT~,o and JT~, ~ is the set of all n-tuples of edge-disjoint 
paths (rl,---, r,) in /3~(X, Y) from (Ul, ..., u,) to (v~(l~, ..., vo(,)) such that 
w~(x, y)(r) = 0~. For r E ~ff~ and 0 ~< ~ ~< t + m, ~ ¢ [ t + m - 1 ], let (xl ~), yl ~)) 
be the point of intersection of z~ (considered as a continuous curve) with 
the line x + y = y + n + 1, and let a~ ~) be the unique permutation of S, such 
that 
X(y) ~(7) 
Note that _(o) = Id, (t+m) _(y) _--(a) o~ a~ =a~, and~ -~,~ for a l la - l<y , f<a ,  and 
a~ [ t+m] .  Furthermore, it is clear from the geometry of/3~(X, Y) that if 
a~[t+m-1]  anda- l<~<a,  then 
(i~=1 (bi--bi-1)' E o~ y+I ) :  T(bi-l, bi] E ¢:7~ y)' (27) 
where b,- d°r ~ ~ (O~i,a+n+l_i-~-~i,a+n+l_i) for i=0,  a+n,  and this, by - -  . . . . a j  = 1 '"~ 
(26), proves (25) as claimed. But it was proved by Greene (see, [22, 
Theorem 1.3]) that 
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for any partition 2 and any subinterval J~  In]. Thus the thesis follows 
from (24), (25). | 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.7 we obtain the 
following result which was first conjectured, an then proved, by Stembridge 
(see [39, Conjecture 2.2; 40, Corollary 3.3]). 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let U be an n x n totally positive matrix and 2 be a 
partition of n. Then Immx(U) ~> 0. 
4. THE METHOD OF INVARIANT DIGRAPHS 
Even though Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 completely characterize the class of 
totally positive matrices and have, as we have seen, several interesting and 
nontrivial consequences, their interest is mainly theoretical and they are 
difficult to apply in practice. In fact, given a totally positive matrix U it is 
usually hard to determine the parameters and the weights of the corre- 
sponding digraph D(U) constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (or, equiv- 
alently, the integers t, m and matrices A, B appearing in the statement of 
Theorem 3.3). Conversely, given some parameters t, m, A and B, the matrix 
U defined by (12) will usually lack any simple combinatorial meaning, 
except that given by (13). So the usefulness of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 as 
tools for proving the total positivity property of particular matrices is 
limited. 
However, there are other total positivity results that can be deduced 
from Lemma 2.1 and which, although less powerful than Theorems 3.1 and 
3.3, are easier to apply and still powerful enough to yield the total 
positivity of many interesting matrices arising from algebraic and 
enumerative combinatorics. 
Let D = (N x N, A, w) be a, locally finite, weighted igraph. Recall (see 
[10, Section 2]) that D is weakly y-invariant if 
Pig((0, m), (n, k)) = PD((0, 0), (n, k -m) )  (28) 
for all m,n, keN with k>~m and that D is y-invariant if the map 
Sy: D ~ D defined by 
@((n,k)) ~r (n,k + 1) 
for all (n, k) 6 N x N is an isomorphism between D and @(D) (as weighted 
digraphs). The following theorem appears in [ 10] (see Theorem 2.1) and 
its proof is an easy consequence of (28) and of Lemma 2.1. We restate it 
here for completeness and because we will use it repeatedly. 
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TrmOREM 4.1. Let D be a locally finite, weighted igraph on vertex set 
N × N. Assume that D is planar and weakly y-invariant. Let {n 1 .... , n~} <, 
{kl ,  . . . , k ,m} < ~_N, and n~N.  Then 
h i ,  ..., n r \  
(Po((O, 0), (n, k))). ,k~i kl .... , k~ j/ =N(u~, ¥1) (29) 
and 
nl '  ""~ / n~ = N(u2,  v2), {PD((O, 0), (n, k))}k~N k~, ..., k~ 
where u l=( (O,m-k l ) , . . . , (O ,m-kr ) ) ,  v~=((nl ,m), . . . ,  (nr, m)), 112= 
((0, nl), ..., (0, nr)), and v2 = ((n, kl) .... , (n, kr)). 
From this we immediately deduce the following total positivity result. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let D be a locally finite, nonnegative, digraph on vertex 
set N xN.  Assume that D is planar and weakly y-invariant. Let 
M = (M,, k)n, k~ N be the infinite matrix defined by 
M,,k ~ef PD((0, 0), (n, k)) (30) 
for (n ,k )eN×N.  Then 
(i) M is totally positive; 
(ii) every row of M is a PF sequence. 
We can now define and study a class of infinite matrices which possesses 
many remarkable total positivity properties and which includes many 
familiar matrices arising in enumerative and algebraic combinatorics as 
well as in the theory of symmetric functions. Let X d~J{Xn}n~N, 
def Y= {Y,},~N, and z~f{z,}n~N be three sequences of independent 
variables. We will adopt the convention that xn aej Yn ~f zn def 0 if n < 0. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let t ~ N. Define a matrix M= (Mn, ~)n, ~ N by 
M~,k=znM,  z,k l+y ,M,_ l _~,k_ l+x ,M,  1,k (31) 
def 
if n + k E P (where M,,  ~ d~f 0 if  either n < 0 or k < 0), and M0, o = 1. Then 
(i) M is (x, y, z)-totally positive; 
(ii) every row of  M is an (x, y, z)-PF sequence. 
Proof We construct a weighted igraph D(t) on N × N as follows. We 
put an edge from (n -  t, k -  1) (respectively, (n- 1 - t, k - 1), (n - 1, k)) to 
(n,k) with weight z, (respectively, y , ,x , )  for all (n,k) for which 
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(n - t, k - 1 ) (respectively, (n - 1 - t, k - 1 ), (n - l, k)) is in N x N. Clearly, 
D(t) is planar and y-invariant, and 
M,~,k= PD(o((O, 0), (n, k)), (32) 
so the thesis follows from Theorem 4.1. I 
In what follows we will always denote by Mr(x, y, z) the matrix defined 
in the preceding theorem. Note that the columns of Mr(x, y, z) are not, in 
general (x, y, z)-PF, as simple examples how. Also note that the matrices 
Mr(x, y, z) include the matrix of super-Schur functions tudied in [ 10], as 
is shown by the next result, whose proof follows immediately from (32) and 
Proposition 2.2 of [10]. Given a partition 2, we denote by s~(x/y) the 
super-Schur function corresponding to 2 in the variables x and y (we refer 
the reader to [3, 4, 10, or 15], for the definition and further information 
about super-Schur functions). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. We have that 
(S(k)(Xl  . . . . .  Xn/Yl, "", Yn)),,.k¢ N = M0(1, Y, {0, xl, x2 .... }). 
The matrix M0(x, y, z) has an additional total positivity property. Given 
• • • de f  an lnfimte matrix M = (M~,k)~,k~N and teN,  we let 
Lt(M) do=r (Mn_kt, k)n, keN (33) 
(where Mn. k aef0 if either n<0 or k<0) .  So Lo(M)=M, Lt(Lr(M))= 
Lt+r(M), and the kth column of Lt(M ) equals the kth column of M, 
preceded by a string of kt zeros. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let t e N. Then 
L~(Mo(x, y, z)') 
is (x, y, z)-totally positive. 
Proof Construct a weighted igraph D'(t) on N x N as follows. Put an 
edge from (n, k - 1) (respectively, (n - 1, k -  t -  1), (n - 1, k - t)) to (n, k) 
with weight zn (respectively, Yn,Xn) for all (n,k) for which (n ,k -1 )  
(respectively, (n - 1, k - t - 1), (n - 1, k - t)) is in N x N. A portion of the 
digraph D'(1) is shown in Fig. 5. 
Clearly, D'(t) is planar and y-invariant, and it follows from (31) and (33) 
that 
L,(Mo(x, y, z)')' = (PD'(,)((0, 0), (n, k)))n,~N, (34) 
so the thesis follows from Theorem 4.1. ] 
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2~ 4
Z0 / / /  ' 
(0,1) ~ /y, A 
z0 / /~ ,  ' . , ,  //4 
(0,0) (1,0) 
Z4 
Z4 
Z4 
Z4 
Fro. 5. The digraph D'(1). 
Note that it is not true, in general, that if an infinite matrix M is totally 
positive then Lt (M ) is totally positive. For example, 
M= (i 1° o2 ooo ) 
is totally positive, but L1 (M) is not. 
The matrix Lt(Mo(x, y, z)')'can also be described irectly by a simple 
linear recurrence analogous to (31). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let teN and L d--efLt(Mo(x, y, z)'). Then the entries 
L,,, k of L satisfy the recurrence relation. 
L~.k=XkL~_t,k_ I + ykL~_l_ t .k_ l  + ZkL~_l,k, (35) 
for n + k e P (where Ln, k aef o if either n<0 or k<0) ,  with the initial condi- 
tion Lo, o def 1. 
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There are some simple relations that hold among the matrices Mr(x, y, z) 
which deserve to be mentioned. Their verification is left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. For t ~ N we have that: 
(i) Mt(x,y ,O)=Mt+~(x,O,y) ;  
(ii) Ll(Mo(x, O, y)') = Mo(O, x, y)'. 
We close this section by remarking that other interesting classes of 
x-totally positive matrices can be obtained by "manipulating" the matrices 
Mr(x, y, z) suitably. We give one such example below. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let {a .} . . i ,  {b .} . . i ,  {%}n~i,  {/?.}.~i be sequences 
of polynomials in N[x].  Define a matrix R a_ef (R.,~)..k~ i by 
R~.k=(a.+b.o~k)R.-1, k+b,, f lkR.  1, k-1 (36) 
for n + k eP  (where a.=b,,=OCk= flk = Rn, k=O if either n <O or k <O), and 
Ro, o ~f 1. Then R is x-totally positive. 
Proof Let MaefMo({a .} .~ i ,  {b.}~i ,0 )  and L aefM0(0, {fl.},,~N, 
{0~.}n~i)'. By Theorem 4.3 we know that L and M are x -  TP. We claim 
that R = ML (note that M and L are both lower triangular, so that ML is 
well defined). We will prove this by showing that the entries of ML satisfy 
the recursion (36), with the same initial condition. In fact, using (31) and 
(35), we see that 
n 
(M, L),,, = Z M ,jLj, 
j=o  
n- - I  
= 2 mn-l,j(anLj, k+bnLj+l,k) 
j--O 
=a. (mL) . _ l , k+b. (~k(mL) . _ l , k+f lk ,  (ML) .  i,k 1), 
and, since (ML)o.o=Mo, oLo, o = 1, the claim follows. But it follows 
immediately from the Cauchy-Binet formula (see, e.g. [24, p. 1 ]) that the 
product of two x - TP matrices is again x -- TP and the thesis follows. I 
5. APPLICATIONS TO COMBINATORICS 
The results obtained in the preceding section have numerous applica- 
tions to combinatorics and to the theory of symmetric functions. In this 
section we look in detail at these applications. In many cases we obtain 
new results; in others we obtain simple an unified proofs of known results. 
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Our first application is to a natural common generalization of the 
elementary and complete homogeneous ymmetric functions. Let t e N and 
def 
x = (xo, xl , . . .  ) be a sequence of independent variables. For keP  and 
n e N we let 
e( t ) [x  Xn  ) def k ~ o .... , = ~ x i , " ' x i ,~ ,  (37) 
il, ..., ilc 
where the sum is over all i~ ..... i k~[n]  such that i j+~- i j>~t  for all 
0 ~<j ~< k - 1 (where i 0 ~f 0). We also let e(ot)(Xo .... , x , )  d~f 1 for all n ~ N. So, 
for example, e(')(xk ~ o, ..., x , )  = 0 unless n ~ kt,  and e(32)(Xo .... , XT) = x 3 xsx  7 + 
X2X5X 7 "~- X2XeX 7 -]- X2XaX 6. Also, it is clear that 
e~°)( Xo ....  , x , )  = hk( x o .... , x~) (38) 
and 
for all k, n ~ N .  
e(kl )( Xo, ..., x , )  = e ~( x l ..... x,),  (39) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let  teN,  and Et (x  ) def fe(t)Ex = ~ # ~ 0, "", X,))n,k~N" Then 
(i) E,(x) is x -- TP ;  
(ii) every row o f  E,(x) is x -  PF .  
P roo f  It follows immediately from our definitions that 
e(')tXk t o, ..., x , )=x ,e~' ) - l (xo ,  ..., xn - t )+e(k ' ) (Xo ,  . . . , xn -1 ) ,  
for all n, k ~ N with n + k ~ P. Therefore, 
E,(x) = M,(1, 0, x), (40) 
and the thesis follows from Theorem 4.3. | 
For  t = 0, 1 part (i) of the preceding theorem was first proved by Sagan 
(see [ 31, Theorem 5.4]), while part (ii) is then a consequence of the well- 
known Jacobi -Trudi  identity (see, e.g., [27, Chap. I, Section 5, Eqs. (5.4) 
and (5.5)]). 
There is another generalization of the elementary symmetric functions 
which also possesses interesting total positivity properties. For t, k ~ P and 
n~N let 
a( ' ) tx  ..., x , )  clef (41) 
k ~ 1 ~ ~ Z Nil  " " " Xik~ 
il, ..., ik 
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where the sum is over all 1 ~< i 1 < - ' -  < i k ~ n, such that ij-=j (mod t) for 
j=  1, ..., k. We also let a(o')(x~, ..., x~)dej 1, for all n ~ N. So, for example, 
a(z2)(x,, ..., x6) = X l  x2  -~ X l  x4  2i- x l  x6  -}- x3x4 -~ x3x6  ~- XsX6,  a( t ) (X l  , ---, Xn)  = 
0, unless n)k ,  and a(t)~x x~)=a~)(Xl ,  x~ l) if n~k (mod t). Also k ~, 1 ~ '"~ ""~ 
note that 
for all n, k ~ N. 
THEOREM 5.2. 
a~)(x l , . . . , x , )=ek(x l  ..... x,)  
Let t E P, and At(x ) a,j (a(~)tk(xl, ..., x,))k, ~ ~ N. Then 
(i) A,(x) is x -  TP; 
(ii) every row of  At(x) is x -PF .  
Proof  Note that it follows from our definitions that if n =k  (rood t) 
and x~<.. x~ is a monomial appearing on the RHS of (41) with ik < n, then 
i k ~< n-  t (since n -  t + 1 .... , n -  1 ~ k (mod t)). Therefore, 
a(kt) (x  i . . . . .  Xn ) _ (t) -- Xnak_l(Xl  .... , x~_ l) + a~')(xl, ..., xn_,), 
if n - k (mod t). Hence, 
(t) 
- ( t )  {'~ Xn)  =Y  "~(t) tk (X l  Xn_ l )+an_t_ t (k_ l ) (X  1 X,,  , ) ,  ~ n -- tk ~,  1, "", J~n n -- 1 ~ ""~ ' "'" 
for all n, k E N with n + k > 0. This shows that 
At(x) =M,(x,  0,1), (42) 
and the thesis follows from Theorem 4.3. | 
We now concentrate on more concrete combinatorial applications. For 
n, k e N we denote by Sin,  k]p, q and c[n, k]p, q the (p, q)-Stirling numbers 
of the second and first kind, respectively. These are defined inductively by 
letting 
Sp, q[n, k] =pk- iSp ,  q[n-- 1, k -  1] + [k]p,q Sp, q[n -- 1, k] 
and 
Cp. q[n, k] =pnCp, q[n -- 1, k -  1 ] + q[n - 1 ]q cp. q[n - 1, k], 
if n + k e P (with the convention that Sp, q[n, k] aej ep, q[n, k] aef 0 if either 
n<0 or k<0) ,  and Sp, q[O,O] dejep, q[0,0] aeM 1. (We refer the reader to 
[42, 29] for combinatorial interpretations and further information about 
these polynomials). It then follows immediately from these definitions and 
from the definition of Mr(x, y, z) (see (31)) that 
(sp, qrn + 1,k+ =Mo(O, {In+ 
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and 
• (Cp, q [n+l ,k+l ] ) . , k~ i=Mo({q[n]q} .~N,{p '+ l} .~N,O) .  
The next result is, therefore, an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.3 
and 4.5. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let S(p, q) a~=f (Sp, q[n + 1, k + ! ]),, k ~ N, C(p, q) d~=f 
(Cp, q[n + 1, k+ 1])n,k~i, and teN.  Then 
(i) Lt(S( p, q)) and Lt(C(p, q)') are (p, q) - TP; 
(ii) every column of S(p, q) is (p, q ) -  PF; 
(iii) every row of C(p, q) is (p, q) - PF. 
We can also obtain easily the main total positivity properties of various 
matrices of q-binomial coeffÉcients. For n, k e N we let 
~f 17 [ (1 _q , - i+ , )  q ~= 1 ( 1 - q;) (43) 
The following result first appeared in [31; see Corollary 5.5 and Section 6]. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let F(q) a~f= ([.+kk ]).,k~Y and teN.  Then 
(i) Lt(F(q)) is q - TP; 
(ii) every column of F(q) is q -  PF. 
Proof It follows easily from (43) that 
En+k  r +k- lq+qn[ +k 11 
n jq [_ n - - I  n q 
for n + k e P. Hence, 
F(q) = M0(l, O, {q'},~y) ' ,  
and the thesis follows from Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. | 
Note that LI(F(q)) is the usual matrix of q-binomial coefficients 
([~]q),,k~N. The fact that, for a fixed q>~O, Ll(F(q)) and L2(F(q)) are 
totally positive matrices was first proved by Karlin in [24]. 
There are countless generalizations and analogs of Stirling, q-Stirling, 
and (p, q ) -  Stifling numbers of both kinds existing in the literature, and 
many of them can be obtained by suitably specializing and combining the 
matrices Mr(x, y, z). We give below some of the most interesting such 
examples. 
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For n, keN let Sin, kip, q, ~[n,k]p,q and S[n,k]p.q be the (p,q)- 
Stirling numbers of the second kind defined in Section 6 of [32] (to which 
we refer the reader for their definition). (Note that what we denote by 
Sin, k]p,q is denoted by S[n, k]p,q in Section 6 of [32]). We then have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let S(p, q) ~f (S in+ 1, k+ 1]p,q),z,k~N, ~(p,q) d~ 
(~[n+l ,  k+l]p.q)~,k~N , S(p,q)~C(S[n+l,k+l]p.q)n,k~N, and teN.  
Then 
(i) L,(S(p, q)), L~(~(p, q)), and L,(S(p, q)) are (p, q) - TP; 
(ii) every column of ~(p, q), S(p, q), and S(p, q) is (p, q ) -  PF. 
Proof Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 of [ 32] imply that 
S(p, q)= M0(0, 1, {1 +pq[k]p,q}k~N)', 
$(p, q)= Mo(0, {qk}k~i, {[k+ 1]p,q}k~i)', 
and 
S(P, q)~-Mo(O, {qk}kzN, {qk+p[k]qp}k~N)', 
SO the thesis follows from Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. | 
For n, keN let Sz(n, k; q) be the q-Stifling number of the second kind 
of type Bn defined in Section 3 of [ 11 ]. These may also be defined by 
i=k  
and have the property that SB(n, k; O) = S(n, .k), while k! SB(n, k; 1) equals 
the number of k-dimensional faces of the Coxeter complex of type B, (see 
[ 11, Section 3, and [ 16 ] ], for further details). We then have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let S~(q) ~f (SB(n, k; q)),~.k~N and teN. Then 
(i) L,(SB(q)) is q -  TP; 
(ii) every column of S~(q) is q -  PF. 
Proof It follows from (44) (see also Eq. (47) of [11]) that 
S~(n, k; q) = (1 + q)SB(n - 1, k - 1; q) + (k(1 + q) + q)S~(n - 1, k; q) 
for all n, k e N with n + k > 0. Hence, 
S~(q)=Mo(O, (1 +q)l, {k(1 +q) +q}k~N)' 
and the thesis follows from Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. | 
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We now consider q-analogues of the r-associated Stirling numbers. 
These, to the best of our knowledge, have never been considered before in 
the literature. 
For n, k, r ~ P let Dr(n, k) be the set of all ~ ~ Sn that have exactly k 
cycles, each of size ~>r, and Dr(n) d¢j ~)k>~l Dr(n, k). Note that ]Dl(n , k)] is 
just the signless Stifling number of the first kind c(n, k), while [D2(n, k)[ is 
the number of derangements of S, having k cycles (these numbers are 
sometimes called the Jordan numbers; see, e.g., [12]). The numbers 
[Dr(n, k)[ are usually called the signless r-associated Stifling numbers of the 
first kind (see, e.g., [ 13, p. 257, Ex.7] for further information about these 
numbers). 
Let o-e Dr(n, k). We say that o- is written in r-normal form if: 
(i) each cycle is written with its rth smallest element first; 
(ii) the cycles are written in increasing order of their first elements. 
The r-normal representation of a is the word al ... am obtained from the 
r-normal form of o- by erasing all the parentheses. An r-inversion of o- is an 
inversion in the r-normal representation f a (i.e., a pair (a,-, ai) such that 
ai > aj and i <j). We denote by invr(o) the number of r-inversions of or. For 
example, if o= (316)(789)(245), then (524)(631)(978) is its 3-normal form, 
524631978 its 3-normal representation, and inv3(o-)= 13. By contrast, its 
2-normal form is (316)(452)(897) and, hence, inv2(o')= 10. 
We define the r-associated signless q-Stirling numbers of the first kind by 
letting 
Cr[n , k ]q  clef Z qinv~(o-) 
o" ~ Dr(n, k ) 
for n, k ~ P and Cr[n , 0]q  ----- er[O , n]q  = go, n for n e N. Clearly, cl[n, k]q  = 
c[n, k]q, where c[n, k]q denotes a q-Stirling number of the first kind as 
defined, e.g., in [25]. We then have the following result. Given a (finite) set 
T and a partition 2 of IT[ we denote by S(T, 2) the set of all elements of 
S(T) of cycle-type 2. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let r, n, k ~ P. Then 
r--1 
Cr[n ,k]q=[n-1]eCr[n- - l ,k ]q+q r-1 ~I [n - i ]qCr [n - r ,k -1 ]q  
i=1 
(where Cr[n, k]q oej 0 if either n < 0 or k < 0). 
Proof Let cr ~ Dr(n , k) and assume that o- is written in r-normal form. 
There are two possible cases. 
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If n is in a cycle of size >~ r + 1 then the permutat ion obtained by deleting 
n from the disjoint cycle decomposit ion of a, call it 8, is in D~(n - 1, k), and 
it follows from our definition of the r-normal form that the r-normal 
representation of d is obtained from that of ~ by deleting n. Hence, 
inv,.(a) = inv,(d) + n - 1 - i, where i is the number of elements to the left of 
n in the r-normal representation of a. Furthermore,  for fixed i e In -  1 ], the 
map a ~-+ d is a bijection between those a e D~(n, k) for which n is in a cycle 
of size >~ r + 1 and has i elements to its left in the r-normal representation 
of a, and D,.(n - 1, k). 
I f  n is in a cycle of size r, call it cg, then since a is in r-normal form, cg 
must be the right most cycle of a. Therefore the r-normal representation of 
a] E-]\~ (respectively, a]~.) is obtained from that of a by deleting the last r 
(respectively, the first n -  r) elements in the r-normal representation of a. 
Hence, 
r 1 
inv.(a) = inVr(O-] [n3\~) + inv.(a[ e) + ~ [ (n - ai) -- (r - i)], 
i=1  
where {a 1 .... ,ar_ l ,n}< are the elements of cg. Furthermore, for fixed 
see( f71) ,  n~s¢,  the map a~--~(a]En3\~, a[~)  gives a bijection between 
those a ~ Dr(n, k) for which the elements of ~4 are a cycle of size r and 
Dr(n - r, k - 1 ) x S (d ,  (r)). Therefore, 
n--1 
Cr [ t l  , k ]q= 2 2 qinVr(¢)+n 1 - i  
i ~ 1 a ~ Dr(n-  1, It) 
r - -1  
+ 2 Iqq  . . . .  i--r-t-i 
l<~al<- - -<ar - i<~n- -1  i= l  
x ~ qinVr(O~ 2 qinV~(r) 
creDr(n--r ,k- -1)  "r e S ( [ r ] ,  (r)) 
= In -  1]q cr [n -  1, k]q 
r 1 
+ Z [I  qb%[n--r ,k- -1]q 
rt r~b I )  --- ~br 1~>0 i= l  
Z qinV(a)+r I 
o'@Sr-1 
and the thesis follows from Proposit ion 1.3.19 and Corol lary 1.3.10 
of [35]. I 
The following result is new even for q = 1. 
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COROLLARY 5.8. Let r~P  and Dr(q) ae=_f (c~[n, k]q)n, keN.  Then 
(i) D~(q) is q-- TP; 
(ii) every row of D~(q) is q -PF .  
Proof Theorem 5.7 shows that 
Dr(q)=M~({[n -  1] }) q}~eN, O, q~- l ]~ [n--i]q 
i= l  heN 
so the thesis follows from Theorem 4.3. | 
We should mention that other total positivity properties of the matrix 
D2(1 ) appear in [6] (see Theorem 6.7.2). 
Part (ii) of Corollary 5.8 has a nice application to unimodality. Recall 
that a sequence {a0, am ..... aa} (of real numbers) is called log-concave if 
a~ >~ ai_ lai+a for i = 1, ..., d -  1, and it is said to be unimodal if there exists 
an index O<~j<<,d such that ai<~ai+ 1 for i=0 , . . . , j -1  and ag>~ai+l for 
i =j, .... d -  1. We say that a polynomial Z/~=0 aix ~ is log-concave (respec- 
tively, unimodal) if the sequence {a0, al, ..., aa} has the corresponding 
property. It is well known that if 52~=0 a~t i is a polynomial with non- 
negative coefficients and with only real zeros, then the sequence 
{a0, al .... , aa} is log-concave and unimodal (see, e.g., [13, Theorem B, 
p. 270]). Unimodal sequences arise often in combinatorics, algebra, and 
geometry and we refer the reader to [36] for an excellent survey. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of part (ii) of 
Corollary 5.8 and of Theorem 2.2.4 of [6] (see also [24, Chap. 8, 
Section 3, Corollary 3.l]). For a~Sn we denote by c(~) the number of 
cycles of a. 
COROLLARY 5.9. For n, r ~ P, the polynomial Zo~D/n) xC(~) has only real 
zeros. In particular, it is log-concave and unimodal. 
For r= 1 the preceding result is well known (see, e.g., [35, Proposition 
1.3.4]) while for r=2 it was first proved by R. Canfield (private com- 
munication). Corollary 5.9 is by no means an isolated result; similar results 
relating unimodality and permutation enumeration appear, e.g., in [7, 
Section 4; 8, Section 6; 9]. 
It is natural to expect hat the analogues of Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 
5.8 will hold for suitable q-analogues of the r-associated Stirling numbers 
of the second kind. While this may be true, we have only been able to 
obtain the analogue of Theorem 5.7. Since the definition and the result are 
new and they may very well have applications to total positivity, we pre- 
sent them here. For n, k, r~P,  let Hr([n], k) be the set of all ~ ~H([n])  
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that have exactly k blocks, each of size >Jr. Given ~z= {B~,..., Bk} e 
H~([n],k) we say that ~ is written in r-normal form if a~,r<a2,~< ... < 
ak, ~, where {a~, 1, ..., a i, ~, ...} < ~f B~ for i = 1, ..., k. An r-inversion of 7~ is a 
pair (b, ai, p) such that b > a~,p, 1 ~p <<. r, and b e Bj with j<  i. We denote 
by inVr(~Z) the number of r-inversions of zc. For example, if r = 2 and 
~z = 15/726/348 then the 2-normal form of rc is 348/15/267 and inv20z)= 9.: 
We define the r-associated q-Stirling numbers of the second kind by letting 
def qinVr(~) S~[n, k]q = ~ (45) 
r~ eHr([n],  k) 
for n, keP  and Sr[n,O]q-=Sr[O,n]q=(5o,  n for all heN.  Clearly 
S l [n ,k ]q=S[n ,k ]q ,  where S[n,k]q denotes a q-Stirling number of the 
second kind as defined, e.g. in [28], and St[n, k] l  is the r-associated 
Stirling number of the second kind as defined, e.g., in [ 13, p. 221, Ex. 7]: 
The next result shows that (45) is a very natural q-analogue of the 
r-associated Stifling numbers of the second kind (cf. [13, p. 222, Ex. 7]). 
THEOREM 5.10. Let r, n, k ~ P. Then 
S~[n 'k ]q=[k]qrSr [n - l ' k ]q+ 1 q 
d---ef O if either n<0 or k<0) .  (where St[n, k]q - v, 
Proof Let 7~ = {B~, .... Bk} eHr( [n] ,  k) and assume that 7r is written in 
r-normal form. Let ie [k] be such that n eB  i. There are two possible cases. 
If IB i l>~r+l  then 72%f{B1 .... ,B~\{n} ..... Bk} is a partition in 
Hr([n--1],  k) and 72 is still in r-normal form, so that inv~(~z)=invr(72)+ 
r (k - i ) .  Furthermore~i for fixed ie [k ] ,  the map zr~72 is a bijection 
between those ~ ~ H~([n], k) for which the ith block (in the r-normal form 
of ~) has size ~>r+ !and  contains n and H~([n -  1], k). 
If IB~l = r then (since ~ is in r-normal form), i=k .  Let 
{al , . . . ,a~_ l ,n}<~fBk.  Then rc'%f{B1,...,Bk_~} is a partition in 
Hr([n]\Bk, k -1 )  in ir-normal form and 
invr(Tr} = invr(~Z') + 
rml  
[(n-a,)-(r- i)] .  
i= l  
Furthermore, for fixed {a l ,  ..., a,. 1} < -~ [n  - -  1] the map zr ~--~ ' is a bijec- 
tion between those tc for which {al ..... a,. ~,n} is a block of ~ and 
H,~([n]\{al ..... ar 1, n}, k -  1). Therefore, 
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k 
Sr [n  , k Jq  = 2 2 qinVr (u)+r(k - - i )  
i= l  g~Hr( [n - -1 ] ,k )  
r - -1 
+ S H q.--a,--r+/ y, qinVr( . )  
l~<al< -.- <ar - l<~n- -1  i=1 ~z~Hr( [n - - r ] ,k - -1 )  
---- [k]q~ Sr[n - 1, k]q q- Sr[n - r, k -  1 ] 
r - -1  
x S I~ qb,, 
n--r>~bl >~ -"  >~br-l >~O i=1 
and the result follows from Proposition 1.3.19 of [351. | 
We now consider some generalizations of the q-Stirling numbers which, 
to the best of our knowledge, have never been considered before in the 
literature, even for q=l .  For n,k~P,  let Cg(n,k)~fD~(n,k). Given 
creCg(n,k) we let S(cr)%f {min(cgl) .... , min(%)}, where cg 1, ...,% are the 
cycles of o-. For n, k, t e P we let (g(n(n, k) be the set of all a ~ Cg(n, k) such 
that all the connected components of S(cr) which do not contain n have size 
which is a multiple of t. We then let 
c(n[n, kJq d___ef 2 qinV(a) (46) 
~ ~ cg(t)(n, k) 
(where inv(a) ~f invl(tr)) and c(°[n, 0]q = cU)[0, nJq = go,  n for all n e N. 
For example, cg(2)(5, 3 )= {(134)(2)(5), (143)(2)(5), (13)(24)(5), (14)(23)(5), 
(1)(234)(5), (1)(243)(5)} and c(2)[5, 3]q= 1 +2q+2q:+q 3. Note that 
cg(:)(n, k) = ~¢(n, k) and hence, 
c(1)[n, k]q = c[n, k]q 
for all n, k ~ N. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let t~P.  Then the polynornials cU)[n, k]q defined by 
(46) satisfy the recurrence relation 
c(t)[n, k]q - -  )~c( t ) [n  - -  1, k -  1 ]q-1- [n - 1 ]q  c ( t ) [n  - -  1, k]q, 
~c(')[n-  1, k -  1]q, 
/ fk = 0 (mod t), 
otherwise, 
(47) 
for n, k~P.  
Proof. Note first that if cr~cd(')(n,k) and n~S((r) then a)tn_l]~ 
c#(°(n- 1, k -  1) and the map (r ~--~ rl[,_l ] is a bijecion. Therefore, 
qinv(,~) = cU)[n _ t, k -  1 ]q 
{¢E c#(t)(n, k) : n ~ S(a)} 
(48) 
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for all n, k e P. On the other hand, if a e cg(°(n, k) and n (~ S(a) (and this, 
by our definitions, can only happen if k - -0  (rood t)) then removing n from 
cr yields a permutation 5 e cg(')(n - 1, k). Conversely, given # e cg(°(n - 1, k) 
we can insert n in one of the cycles of # in n - 1 ways to obtain permuta- 
tions (71, ...,a n l eC~(t)(n,k) such that n d~S(ai), 5i=5, and inv(ai)= 
inv(a) + i -  1 for i = 1, ..., n - 1. Therefore, 
~, q inv(~)=[n-1]qC(° [n -  l ,k ]q,  
{,r e ~(0(n, k) : n ¢ S(a)} 
(49) 
if k -0  (mod t), and n eP.  Summing (48) and (49) we obtain the first 
equality in (47). Now if k~0 (mod t) and ae~(°(n,k)  then [S(cr)l 7~0 
(mod t) and, hence, n ~ S(a). Therefore (48) is equivalent with the second 
equality in (47), when k ~ 0 (rood t). | 
The following result gives the main total positivity properties of the 
polynomials c(t)[n, k]q defined by (46). 
THEOREM 5.12. Let tsP ,  andC,(q) ~f (c(°[n+ 1, (k+ 1)t]q),.k~N. Then 
(i) Ct(q) is q-- TP; 
(ii) every row of C,(q) is q - PF. 
Proof It follows immediately from Proposition 5.11 that 
c(°[n, k]q = c(t)[n -- t, k-  t]q -1- In  - -  1 ]q  e ( t ) [n  - -  1, k]q, 
if n e P, and k = 0 (mod t). Therefore, 
c(t)[n, kt]q = c(t lEn- t, (k -  1)t] q "1- [iv/ - -  1 ]q c(°[n-  1, kt] q,  
for all n, k e P. This shows that 
C,(q) = mt( { [n]q}neN ,0, 1), (50) 
and the thesis follows from Theorem 4.3. | 
In the case t = 1, part (ii) of the preceding theorem was first explicitly 
noted in [31; see Section 6]; part (i) is new even for t = 1. 
An analogous construction can be made for set partitions. For n, k e P 
def{B i ,  ...,Bk} eH([n],k),  we let let g([n] ,k)  defH l ( [n] ,k  ). Given  ~ = 
S(g)  def {min(Bm), ..., min(Bk)}. We will always assume that rc is written in 
1-normal form (so that min(Bi)< . . -<min(Bk)) .  For n,k, teP ,  we let 
H(t)([n],k) be the set of all 7reH([n],k) such that all the connected 
582a/71/2-3 
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components of S(z) which do not contain n have size which is a multiple 
of t. We then let 
S(t)[n, k]q clef E qinV(,), (51) 
~ H(O([nJ, k) 
where inv(zc) ~finvl(zc ). For example, /7°)([43, 3)= {14/2/3, 1/24/3, 
1/2/34} and S(3)[4, 3]q = 1 + q + q~. We also let S~°[n, 0]q = S(t)[O, nqq = 
~o,n for all n~N. Note that/7(1)([n], k)=/7( In] ,  k) and, hence, 
S(D[n ,k ]q=S[n ,k ]q  
for all n, k e N. 
The proof of the following result is analogous to that of Proposition 5.11 
and is therefore omitted. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. Let t e P. Then the polynomials S(°[ n, k] q defined by 
(51) satisfy the recurrence relation 
fS ( ' ) [n -  1, k -  1]q+ [k]q S~t~[n - 1, k]q,  i f k=O (mod t), 
S(t)[ n, k ]q = [ S(t)[ n _ 1, k -  1 ]q, otherwise, 
(52) 
for n, keP .  
We can now prove the analogue of Theorem 5.12 for the polynomials 
defined by (51). 
THEOREM 5.14. Let teP  and St (q )~f (s (O[n+l , (k+l ) t ]q )n ,k~N . 
Then 
(i) S,(q) is q -  TP; 
(ii) every column of  S,(q) is q -PF .  
Proof It follows immediately from Proposition 5.13 that 
S(t)[n, k]q = S(t)[n - t, k -  t]q + [k]q  S(t)[n - 1, k ]q ,  
if n ~ P, and k = 0 (mod t). Therefore, 
S( °[ n, kt ] q = S( °[ n -- t, ( k - 1)t ] q + [ kt ] q S( t)[ n - 1, kt ] q 
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for all n, k e P. This shows that 
St(q) = Lt(M0(1, O, { [ (k+ 1)t]q}k~N)'), 
and the thesis follows from Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. II 
For t= 1 the preceding result was first proved by Sagan (see [31, 
Corollary 5.5, and Section 6]). 
Besides matrices arising from the enumeration of set partitions and per- 
mutations ubject o various restrictions and according to various statistics, 
there are many other matrices of combinatorial interest which can be 
obtained by specializing and combining the matrices Mr(x, y, z) and that 
possess interesting total positivity properties. We shall just mention a few 
examples. 
For n, k e N let D(n, k) be the Delannoy number. This can be defined by 
D(n,k) %f ~ (k~(n+k- i )  
i=o \ i ] \  k 
(53) 
(see, e.g., [13, p. 81]). We then have the following result. 
COROLLARY 5.15. Let D clef (D(n, k)),,k~N and teN.  Then 
(i) Lt(D) is totally positive; 
(ii) every row of D is a PF-sequence. 
Proof It is well know, (see, e.g., [13, p. 81]) and it is also easy to see 
from (53) that 
D(n, k) = D(n -- 1, k) + D(n - 1, k - 1 ) + D(n, k - 1 ) 
for n + k e P (where D(n, k) dej 0 if either k < 0 or n < 0). Hence, 
D = M0(1, l, 1)', (54) 
and the thesis follows from Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. | 
Note that Eq. (53) and (54) can be used to define several q-analogues of 
the Delannoy numbers for which the q-analogue of Corollary 5.15 holds. 
We do not know if any of these q-analogues have been previously con- 
sidered in the literature, but we will not pursue this line of investigation 
here. 
For our next application we assume some familiarity with the basic 
terminology of the theory of hyperplane arrangements as presented, e.g., 
in [43]. 
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COROLLARY 5.16. For k, n ~ N let a(n, k) 
into which n hyperpIanes in general position 
A ~f(a(n, k))n,k~i- Then 
(i) A is totally positive; 
(ii) every row of A is a PF-sequence. 
Proof. 
be the number of regions 
divide R k and let 
It is well known (see, e.g., [43, Chap. 5, Section E, Eq. (5.7)]) that 
i=0  
for n, k e N. It then follows from this (and it is also easy to see directly; see, 
e.g., [ 13, p. 72, Ex. 2]) that 
a(n, k) = a(n - 1, k) + a(n - 1, k - 1 ) 
for all n, k ~ P and a(n, 0) = a(0, n) = 1 for n e N. Hence, 
A = Mo(1, 1, {1, 0, 0, ...}), 
and the thesis follows from Theorem 4.3. I 
It would be interesting to obtain a geometric interpretation for the 
matrices 
Mo(1, 1, {1, ..., 1, O, O, ...}) 
17 
for n~>2. 
We define the signless q-Lah numbers by 
aefn' ~ ( _ l )k_ i (k~(n+iq - -1  ~ (55) 
L[n,k]q = ~. i=1 \ i / \  n / 
for n, keN.  For qeP  the L[n, k]q were first defined and studied in [1], 
where they arose from a problem in statistics and where they are called the 
associated Lah numbers. Using (55) it is easy to see that L[n, k]q reduces 
to the absolute value of the ordinary Lah number L(n, k) (as defined, e.g., 
in [13, p. 135]) when q= 1. The following result is new even in the case 
q=l .  
THEOREM 5.17. Let L(q) aej (L[n, k]q),,k~N; then L(q) is q-- TP. 
Proof It is proved in [1] that L[n+l ,k ]q=(kq+n)  L [n ,k ]q+ 
• de f  • qL[n ,k - -1 ]  for all n, kEN,  with L[0,0]q = 1. Hence, taking b,=l ,  
fin = q, o~, = nq, an+l= n for n e N, and ao = 0 in Theorem 4.8 yields the 
desired result• | 
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6. COMBINATORIAL INTERPRETATIONS 
The results in Section 4 show not only the (x, y, z)-total positivity of the 
matrices Mr(x, y, z) but also give a combinatorial interpretation of their 
minors in terms of nonintersecting paths in the digraphs D(t). These com- 
binatorial interpretations, however, are not very explicit. Our goal in this 
section is to show how one can obtain more explicit combinatorial inter- 
pretations. The technique that we use is a generalization of the one used 
in [ 10]. 
Let 2 = ( /~1 . . . .  , )-r) and p = (#1, .--,/~r) (r E P) be two partitions such that 
# ~ )~, and 0c, ]3 c Z. A shifted skew (o~, fl)-tableau of shape 2\/~ is an array 
= (~r;.j)l ~i_<~,,~+g~<j~+~ 1 of positive integers such that ni, j ~< zoo, j+ i + 
and zc~,j~< ~+l , j+f l  whenever both sides of these inequalities are defined. 
Note that a (0, 0)-tableau is just a reverse plane partition, while a (0, - 1 )- 
tableau is a column-strict reverse plane partition. 
We will often need to distinguish (i.e., to root) some of the entries of an 
(0q fl)-tableau zr. We will do this by "dotting" (i.e., by putting a dot on top 
of) these entries. We will then call these entries the dotted entries of ~z, and 
we will call the resulting array a rooted (oc, fl)-tableau. The next definition 
is fundamental for this section. Let t e N and 2, # be two partitions as 
above, a shifted skew dotted t-tableau of shape 2 \# is a rooted shifted skew 
( - t ,  t)-tableau ~ = (T~i.j) 1 ~< i<~r, lzi+i<~j<~2i+i_ 1 of shape 2 \# such that: 
(i) lr~,j < zc~,j+ 1- t if zoo, j+ ~ is dotted, 
(ii) zc,, j<zc~+,,j+t if=~, i is not dotted, 
whenever both sides of these inequalities are defined. For example, 
i 7912  
146813 
)681"11~ 
(56) 
is a shifted skew dotted 2-tableau of shape (8, 7, 7)\(4, 2, 2). 
Given two (possibly) dotted integers we well write a -  b to indicate that 
they are equal as dotted integers and a = b if they are only equal as integers 
(so that, for example, 2 = 2, 2 - 2, 2 - 2). We will also write (a + b)' instead 
of the more cumbersome a+~.  Given a sequence d d°f(d l ,d 2 .... ) of 
integers and teN,  we let St(d ) de=f (dr+l ,  dt+2, ...), S de~ $I ' and S~(d)de_f 
t--1 Zi=o Si(d), (so that Xx(d) = d and Xo(d ) = 0). 
Given a shifted skew dotted t-tableau ~ as above, we let for r ~ P 
mr(To) aef [{(i,j) ff sh(~z) " rci, j=  r} I, 
rhr(~r ) ae__f I{(i, j) 6 sh(rc) " 7~i, j "~ /} [, 
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m(zc) a__ef (ml(zC), m2(rc) ' ...), 
rh(.) %f (rh~(.), rh~(.), ...). 
We then define the weight of n to be 
w(zc) ~f x ~(~' - Z~'(m(~) -- S,(,~ (~ y,~(~ zm(.~ --,~(,~ (57) 
(recall that s(zc) is the size of ~z). For example, if rc is the shifted skew dotted 
2-tableau given in (56) then 
m(z0 = (2, 0, 1, 1,0,2, 1,2, 1,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, ...), 
rh(rc)=(2,0, 1, 1,0,0, 1,0,0,0,  1, 1, 1, 1,0,0 .... ), 
Z'2(m(:ff)) =(0,  O, 1, 1,2,3, 3, 3, 1, 1,2,2,2,  1,0,0 .... ), 
and 
w(~) = XlX2X2X8x9y3y6YloZ2Z~Z8. (58) 
We are now ready to state and prove one of the main results of this section. 
Given a directed path r in D(t) from (a, b) to (c, d), we let 
and 
for b <~ i <~ d 
R~(i) def ( • = max[ J :  ( j ,  i )e r}  
L¢(i) de f min{j:  (j, i )e r} 
T~OREM 6.1. Let (a l ,b l )  .... ,(ar, br),(Cl,dl) .... ,(er, dr) EN×N be 
such that al <~ ... <~ ar, bl ~ "'" >~br, c1<~ "" <~ cr, and di >~ ... >~dr. Then 
there is a weight-preserving bijection between r-tuples of nonintersecting 
paths in O(t) from ((am, bl), ..., (at, br)) to ((cl, dl), ..., (cr, dr) ) and shifted 
skew dotted t-tableaux of shape (dl + 2 ..... dr + 2)\(bl ..... br) in which the 
ith row has the largest part - ( c i+t+2 )" and the smallest part -- (a i+ 1)" 
for i= l ,  ...,r. 
Proof Let (rl,  ..., z~) be a set of nonintersecting paths in D(t) from 
( (a l ,  b l ) ,  ..., (at, b,)) to ((c 1, dl) ..... (er, dr)) (so that 27 i goes from (ai, hi) to  
(ci, di) fo r i= l  .... , r ) . Le t  
def  ~ ~ . .~ rc~,j = L~A y -- z) + 1 (59) 
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for 1 <~i<~r, b~<~j-i<<.d~+ 1 (where L~,(di+ 1) ae=_f c~+ t+ 1 for i=  1, ..., r). 
Now let n def(TQj)l~i<~r, bi+i<~j~di+i+ 1 and dot 7t~, i if and only if either 
j=b~+i  o r j=d i+ i+ 1 or the step reaching (L~( j - i ) , j - i )  is a ( t+ 1, 1) 
step. Then 
t + 1, 
gi, j+ l  - -7~i , j )  t, 
if ni, j+1 ~s dotted, 
otherwise, 
for 1 <.i<.r, bi+i<<.j~di+i and n,.b,+~--'(a,+ 1)', n~.d,+,+l- - (c~+t+2)"  
for i = 1 .... , r. Furthermore, ~ and ~.+ 1 are nonintersecting if and only if 
R~,(j) <L~,+~(j) (60) 
for all bi ~j~< d~+ 1- But, by our definitions, 
R,,(j) = ~L~i(j+ 1) - t -  1, 
(L~( j+ 1) -  t, 
if ni, i+~+ ~ is dotted, 
(61) 
otherwise, 
for b~ ~<j ~< d,. Hence, we conclude from (59), (60), and (61) that 
~7~i+ 1,j + t + 1, 
T£i,j < I (hi + 1,1 + t, 
if n~, i is dotted, 
(62) 
otherwise, 
for bg+i+ 1 <~j<~di+ 1 +i+ 1. Now, if hi>hi+l, then ni,<+i=L~i(bi)+ 
l=a~+l~<a~+l+l<n~+a,  b i+g+t+l .  Furthermore, if d ;>d~+l ,  then 
7ci, di+l+i+2~Ci-]-t q-2 ~Ci+l + t + 2 <Ci+l + 2t + 3=ni+l,g~+~+i+2  t + 1 
and, if ~i,d~+l+g+2 is not dotted, then d i+ l+ i+2<d~+i+l  and, hence, 
rc~,ui+~+i+2~<ni, d~+~+l--t-- 1 =ci+ 1 <c~+ 1+2t+2=ni+l,d~+~+g+2+t+ 1. 
Hence, (62) holds also for j = b~ + i ((if b i > bi+ 1) and for j = di+ 1 + i + 2 
(if di >d~+ 1), and this shows that n is a shifted skew dotted t-tableau, as 
desired. 
Conservely, let n a__ef (n~,i) 1 ,< ~_< ~, b, + i <i-< d~ + i + 1 be a shifted skew dotted 
t-tableau such that n~,b,+g--(ai+l)" and ng, d~+i+l--(ci+t+2 )" for 
i=  1 ..... r. Now fix iE [ r ]  and let 
de f f I~ i , j+  i+ 1 - -  t - -  2; Ri, j 
\71~i,j+i+ 1 t - - i ,  
if n~.j+~+l is dotted, 
otherwise, 
for bi <~j <~ di, and 
4 def 
~i= [..) { (k , j ) 'n i . j+ i - l<<-k<~Ri ,  j}. (63) 
j=  bi 
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It is then clear that vi is a path in D(t) from (ai, b~) to (c,  d;) for i = 1, ..., r. 
Now, since zc is a dotted t-tableau we know that (62) holds for all 
b; + i + 1 ~<j ~< d;+ 1 + i + 1. This implies that 
R¢i(j ) = Rg,: < =,+ 1,j+ i+  1 - -  1 = L¢,+I(j) 
for all bi ~<j~< d~+ ,, and this, as remarked above, implies that ri and ri+l 
are nonintersecting, as desired. 
Furthermore, if (vl,..., vr) and ~ correspond under the above bijection 
then, by (63), we have that, for ie Jr], 
1 a, 
w(v i ) - - - -  Y[ Xkj+,Ri,  j] ~I z~,,j_, I-I Y~¢,j 1 
Yci+ t+ l j=bi j~[bi+i+ l, di+i]\~i J~7~i 
1 
- - - -  U X[z~i,j-l,~i,j--t--1)Y~i,j--1 
Yc i+t+l  j~7~ i 
X H X[~i,j I,~i,j--t)Z~i,j -1 '  
j e  [bi+ i+ 1, di+ i+ 1]\@i 
where #~aef{ je [b i+ i+ l ,  dg+i+l] 'z~i ,y  is dotted}, and the thesis 
follows. | 
We illustrate the preceding theorem with an example. Let t = 2, (al, a2, 
a3, b~, b 2, b 3, q ,  c2, c3, dl, d2, d3) -- (0, 0, 2, 4, 2, 2, 8, 9, 10, 6, 5, 5), and 
be the shifted skew dotted 2-tableau given in (56). Then the three 
nonintersecting paths (rl, r2, v3) in D(2) from ((0, 4), (0, 2), (2, 2)) to 
((8, 6), (9, 5), (10, 5)), corresponding to zc are those depicted in Fig. 6 and 
W(T1, T2, T3) ~" X{1, 33Y6ZsY3X[8, 93 Z5z7YloX3Z5Z7'  
which is in accordance with (58). 
Since we also wish to give a combinatorial interpretation to the minors 
of the matrices L,(Mo(x, y, z)'), we will need the analogue of Theorem 6.1 
(0,4)o ; 
(0,21J~--~' I  ". (2,2t 
(8,6) 
: : .  .. 
FIGURE 6 
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for the digraph D'(t) (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.5). Since D'(t) is the 
transpose of D(t), Theorem 6.1 implies that we can encode r-tuples of non- 
intersecting paths in D'(t) by shifted skew dotted t-tableaux. However, 
transposition does not preserve the weights of D(t) and D'(t). Therefore, 
we will need to introduce a second kind of weight on shifted skew dotted 
t-tableaux which will correspond to the weighting that D(t) inherits from 
D'(t) by transposition. 
def t Let n = tn~, j) 1 < ~ < r, ~,, + ~ ~j < x~ + ~ - ~ be a shifted skew dotted t-tableau of 
shape (21, ..., )~)\(#1, .-., #~). For ken  we let 
dk(n) d=ef ]{ i~P  : (i, i+k)  ~ sh(n)}, 
dk(n) ~ t{ ieP  : rCi, i+  k is dotted} 1, 
dk(n) 
Tk(7~) de_e_f E 7~i, +k, 
i=1  
and 
d(~) ~ (do(~), d~(~), ...), 
3(~) ~" (do(~), 3,(~) .... ), 
r (n )  = (To(n), Tl(7~ ). . . .  ), 
We then define the transpose weight of n to be 
w'(n) d ef Xa(~)_3(~)y3(~)zS(T(~ ) ~t(ff)--td(TQ)-- T(~) 
For example, if n is the shifted skew dotted 2-tableau given in (56) then 
d(n)=(0 ,0 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,  1 ,0,0 .... ), 
d(n) = (0, 0, 2, 1, 1,2,2, 1, 0, 0, ...), 
T(7~) = (0, 0, 0, 10, 14, 26, 36, 12, 0, 0, ...), 
and 
w'(,~)= x3x]xsx6 2, 3 2 y3ys-2ZnZ 5. (64) 
We can now state and prove the analogue of Theorem 6.1 for the digraph 
D'(t). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let (a l ,b l ) , . . . , (ar ,  b,.),(cl, dl) ..... (cr, d r )¢N×N be 
such that a~ <. ... <~ ar, bl >~ ... >~br, Cl ~ ... <~ cr, and dl >~ ... >-dr. Then 
there is a bijection between r-tuples of  nonintersecting paths in D'(t) from 
((a l ,b l ) ,  ..., (ar, br)) to ((el, d1) ..... (c,.,dr)) and shifted skew dotted 
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t-tableaux of shape (c~+2, ..., c1+2)\(a~, ..., a l ) in  which the ith row has 
largest part - (d~+,_ i+t+2)"  and smallest part - (b r+,_~+l ) ' ,  for 
i= 1, ..., r. Furthermore, if (r 1 .... , r~) and rc correspond under the above bijec- 
tion, then w(zl .... , r~)= w'(~r). 
Proof Since D'(t) is the transpose of D(t) (as digraphs, not as weighted 
digraphs), transposition gives a bijection between r-tuples of noninter- 
secting paths as in the statement of the theorem and r-tuples of noninter- 
secting paths in D(t) from ((br, aD, ..., (b 1, al)) to ((d~, c~) .... , (dl, e0); 
hence, the first part of the theorem follows from Theorem 6.1. 
Now, if (~1, ..., ~) and rc correspond under this composite bijection then, 
by (63), we have that, for i = 1 ..... r, 
Cr+l--i 
7~r+'-- i= U {( J ,k ) '~ , , j+~- l~k<~Ri ,  j}, 
j=ar+l-i 
where 
Rijdeff l~i, j+i+1--t--2 , if ZC~,j+~+, is dotted, 
' v~U+~+ 1 - t - 1, otherwise, 
for a~ + 1 - ~ ~<J ~< c~ +, _ ~. Therefore, 
Cr+l_i 
1-I 
Per+l-/+ 1 j~Ctr+lT i 
× FI x,_, FI y,_, 
j s  [a r+ l - i+  i+  1, Or+l-i+ iJXzii J~'~i 
Ycr+l-i+ l 
× H Z~'[-'I':~-I l' =u-t-1]Ixj-,, 
j~ Jar+ l - i+  i-l- 1, Cr+I-i+ i+ 1 ]\z/i 
where z /~ f { j~[a~+l_~+i+l ,  Cr+~_i+i+ 1] :zc£/ is dotted}, and the 
thesis follows. I 
We briefly illustrate the preceding theorem with an example. Let (a 1, a2, 
a3, hi, b2, b3, el, e2, c3, dl, d2, d~) = (2, 2, 4, 2, 0,0, 5, 5, 6, 10, 9, 8) an 
rc be the shifted skew dotted 2-tableau given in (56). Then the triple of 
nonintersecting paths in D'(2) corresponding to ~zr under the composite 
bijection described in Theorem 6.2 is the one obtained by transposing the 
three paths depicted in Fig. 6. The weight of these transposed paths, in 
D'(2), is 
2 3 (ZzX3X4Ys)(Y3X4X5Zs)(Z4Y5X6), 
which is in accordance with (64). 
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Note that the preceding theorem shows that the transpose weight of ~z is 
also the weight, defined by (57), of a suitably defined "conjugate" of re. 
However, we have no need for this fact here and we wanted to have an 
explicit description of this transpose weight; for this reason we have chosen 
to define it directly. 
We are now ready to prove the three main results of this section. Their 
proofs follow immediately from Theorems 4.1, 6.1, and 6.2, and from 
Eq. (32) and (34). 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let t e N, {n~, ..., G} <, {k~, ..., kr} < ~- N, and m e P, 
m > k,. Then 
Mt (x '  Y' z) (n l '  "" n r )= ~ ..., k,. 
where the sum is over all shifted skew dotted t-tableaux ~z of  shape (m + 2, ..., 
m+ 2) \ (m-k l ,  . . . ,m-kr )  in which the ith row has smallest part -1  and 
largest part - (n~ + t + 2)" for i = 1, ..., r. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let teN,  {m~,...,m,.}>, {kl,...,k,.}>~_N , and nEP .  
Then 
Imr~ ..., ml I 
{Mt(x, y, Z)n.k}k~N \ kr ' ..., k l  / 
= 2 xS0Z)' -- Zt (m(ff)) -- St(fit(if)) yfit(~) zm(rc) -- fit(z) 
where the sum is over all skew dotted t-tableau 7r of  shape (k 1 +2 ..... 
k~ + r + 1)\(ml, ..., m~ + r -  1) in which every row has smallest part - i and 
largest part - (n + t+ 2)'. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let teN,  {nl,.. . ,nr}>, {k,,...,kr}> _~N, andmeP,  
re>n1.  Then 
//7r, "*, / /71 
L,(Mo(x,  y, z)') k~, ..., kl 
= 2 xd(~)-d(~)Y d(~)zS(T(~)-d(~) td(ff))-- T(~) 
where the sum is over all shifted dotted t-tableaux ~z of  shape (kl + 2 .... , 
k,. + 2) in which the ith row has largest part - (m + t + 2)' and smallest part 
- - (m- -n i+ l ) ' fo r  i=1  .... ,r. 
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Note that by Proposition 4.4, Corollary 6.4 gives, when t = 0, x = 1, and 
z0 = 0, a combinatorial interpretation for the super-Schur function (in the 
variables zl ,  ..., z , /y l ,  ..., Yn) corresponding to the skew shape (m-mr+ 
1 ..... m-ml+r ) \ (m-kr+l , . . . ,m-k l+r )  (where m>~max{ml ,k l}  ). 
This combinatorial interpretation is different from (and simpler than) the 
one given in Theorem 3.4 of [10] and reduces, when {kl .... ,kr}> = 
{r .... ,2, 1}, to the one given in [34] (see Eq. (11)). Also note that in this 
case Corollary 6.5 reduces to Theorem 3.3 of [ 10]. 
Using the preceding three results it is easy to give combinatorial inter- 
pretations to the minors of almost all of the matrices considered in the 
preceding section. For example, consider the minors associated to the 
matrix Et(x) defined in Theorem 5.1. The next two results follow from 
Corollaries 6.3 and 6.4 and from (40). 
COROLLARY 6 .6 . .  Let tEN, {n 1 .... , nr } <, {kl ,  .--, kr } < c_ N, and m E P, 
m > kr. Then 
I "'" nr I Et(x ) nl, : xm(~), 
k~ ..... k~ 
where the sum is over all shifted skew ( - t ,  t -  1)-tableaux rc o f  shape 
(m+2 ..... m+ 2) \ (m-k  1 ..... rn -k r )  and size (nl + t + l .... ,n r+t+l ) \ ( l~) .  
COROLLARY 6.7. Let tEN,  {ml,...,mr}>, {kl,...,kr}>_~N, andn6P.  
Then 
..., ml / mr~ 
. . . . .  k , . . . , k l  = 
where the sum is over all skew ( - t ,  t -1 ) - tab leaux  zc o f  shape (kl, ..., 
kr+r -  1)\(ml ..... mr+r-  1) with entries <,n+ 1 and >~t+ 1. 
It is easy to see that, when t = 0, 1, the preceding corollaries reduce to 
Corollaries 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 of [10]. In particular, Corollary 6.7 
reduces to the Jacobi-Trudi identity (see, e.g., [27, Chap. I, Section 5, 
Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5)). 
In a similar way, combining Corollaries 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 with the various 
specializations of the matrices Mr(x, y, z) and Lt(M0(x, y, z)') considered 
in Section 5, it is not hard to obtain explicit combinatorial interpretations 
for the minors of all these specializations. It is then possible to use 
appropriate bijections to get "natural" combinatorial interpretations (in the 
sense of [10, Section 5]) analogous to those appearing in Sections 5-8 of 
[ 10]. We leave this task to the interested reader. 
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